
APPROACH TO SOLVE P VS NP BY USING BIJECTIONREDUCTIONKOBAYASHI, KOJI1. AbstratThis artile desribes about that P is not NP by using bijetion redution be-tween eah problems. If injetive redution of eah diretions between CNFSATand HornSAT exist, bijetion between CNFSAT and HornSAT also exist. If Pis NP, this bijetion is polynomial time. But HornSAT desription is polynomialomplex and CNFSAT desription is exponential omplex. It means that there isno bijetion in polynomial time. Therefore P is not NP.2. PreparationIn this artile, we will use words and theorems of Referenes [1, 2, 3℄ in thispaper. About problem and turing mahine types, we use desription as follows;De�nition 1. We will use the term �A �M B� that injetion redution from Ato B that ompute omplexity lass M exist, �A ∼M B� that bijetion redutionbetween A and B that ompute omplexity lass M exist.De�ne onrete problem as follows;De�nition 2. We will use the term �HornSAT � as a HornCNF Satis�ability prob-lem set. To simplify, p ∈ HornSAT desription is arranged by HornCNF partiallyordered set struture. We will use the term �CNFSAT � as a CNF Satis�abilityproblem set. To simplify, p ∈ CNFSAT desription is arranged by CNF lausesvariables set.De�ne problems ardinals within �nite.De�nition 3. We will use the term �Problem ardinals� and � |P |n� as a ardinalsof problem that input length is n.3. P is not NPProve P 6= NP by using ardinals di�erene between HornSAT and CNFSAT .All A ∈ P have injetion redution to HornSAT and all B ∈ NP have injetionredution to CNFSAT . Therefore polynomial time redution as bijetion between
HornSAT and CNFSAT exists if P = NP . But HornSAT desription is poly-nomial omplex and CNFSAT desription is exponential omplex. It means thatthere is no polynomail time redution between HornSAT and CNFSAT . There-fore P 6= NP .Theorem 4. Logarithm spae redution as injetion from A ∈ P to HornSATexist that output size bigger than input size. And polynomial time redution as1



APPROACH TO SOLVE P VS NP BY USING BIJECTION REDUCTION 2injetion from B ∈ NP to CNFSAT exist that output size bigger than input size.That is,
∀A ∈ P (A �L HornSAT )
∀B ∈ NP (B �P CNFSAT )Proof. This is trivial beause some Turing Mahine an ompute output that in-lude input struture. For example, output inlude input that will not a�et

HornSAT and CNFSAT lauses. Therefore, output beome unique and biggerthan input. �Theorem 5. If P = NP , there exists polynomial time bijetion redution between
HornSAT and CNFSAT . That is,

(P = NP ) → HornSAT ∼p CNFSATProof. From P = NP , we an de�ne injetion redution
f : CNFSAT → HornSAT , g : HornSAT → CNFSATand bijetion h : CNFSAT → HornSAT is
h(x) =

{

f(x) if
(

f−1 ◦ g−1
)k

(x) exist and g−1 ◦
(

f−1 ◦ g−1
)k

(x) not exist

g−1(x) othersfrom The Cantor-Bernstein-Shroeder theorem[4℄.Mentioned above 4, pDTM an ompute h beause f−1, g−1 redue output sizeand f−1 ◦ g−1 an repeat atmost O (nc) times. Therefore, this theorem was shown.
�Theorem 6. |HornSAT |n = O (nc), |CNFSAT |n = O (cn)Proof. This is trivial by onstraint of lauses desription. HornSAT lauses haveatmost one positive literal in eah lauses. Therefore we an arrange HornSATlauses by positive literal and matrix of negative literals existenes. And this matrixhave meaning Triangular matrix beause eah lauses imply positive literals byusnig unit resolution. Therefore |HornSAT |n = O (nc).But CNFSAT lauses have no limit like HornSAT. We an build CNFSAT asdiret produt of lauses that made same variables set. Therefore |CNFSAT |n =

O (cn). �Theorem 7. P 6= NPProof. We prove it using redution to absurdity. We assume that P = NP . Men-tioned above 5, HornSAT ∼p CNFSAT .But mentioned above 6, |HornSAT |n = O (nc) and |CNFSAT |n = O (cn).Therefore bijetion require O (cn) size HornSAT to map to CNFSAT . ThereforepDTM annot ompute this bijetion and ontradit P = NP .Therefore, this theorem was shown than redution to absurdity. �Referenes[1℄ Mihael Sipser, (translation) OHTA Kazuo, TANAKAKeisuke, ABEMasayuki, UEDA Hiroki,FUJIOKA Atsushi, WATANABE Osamu, Introdution to the Theory of COMPUTATIONSeond Edition, 2008[2℄ OGIHARA Mitsunori, Hierarhies in Complexity Theory, 2006[3℄ MORITA Kenihi, Reversible Computing, 2012[4℄ TANAKA Kazuyuki, SUZUKI Toshio, Mathematial Logi and Set, 2003, p.58


